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Part 1: Statistical Information 
 
Statistical Information    
The distribution of grades for the May 2016 examination session are presented below: 
 

GRADE A B C D E F abs TOTAL 

NUMBER 3 11 18 17 7 13 3 72 

% OF TOTAL 4.2 15.3 25.0 23.6 9.7 18.1 4.2 100 

 
 
Examiners noted that the number of candidates sitting for this examination is less than that of last 
year. The standard of drawing varied considerably though the overall standard of work presented was 
slightly higher than the previous year.  There were less scripts with frequent examples of poor layout.  
Another positive note was that candidates were consciously allocating their time on the basis of the 
mark allocation for each section and question.  It is important that they attempt the question set in 
section A with 13 marks each, one question from section B with 24 marks and one question from 
section C with another 24 marks.  
 
There was evidence of lack of knowledge of the topics listed in the syllabus, for some answers 
seemed to indicate that the syllabus had not been adequately studied.   More attention is to be given 
to the application of the ISO standards of drawing, especially when attempting to select which 
question to choose from  section B, regarding machine drawing.  The list of topics listed should be 
carefully studied.  Many candidates gave little thought to printing of titles, sub-titles, the types of lines 
used and the final presentation of the solutions. 
 
The habit of simply copying out the given diagram from the question paper to gain a few marks is still 
adopted by a few candidates.  This method of attempting a question without having an idea how to 
complete the rest of the question is a waste of time.    
 
Candidates are finally reminded that they are to write down the number of drawing papers used and 
check that the papers are properly stapled on the indicated side. 
 
 
Part 2: Comments regarding candidate’s performance 
 
 
SECTION A 
 
Four questions had to be attempted from this section. 
 
Question 1:  Parabola and Parabolic Evolute 
 
A common wall lighting fixture was illustrated.  The cross-section of the front shade of the wall lighting 
fixture was of a geometrical parabola and the cross-section of the reflector was designed from the 
evolute of the parabola. Examiners expected that candidates would score high marks from this 
question, since the construction of the parabola is the easiest of the conic sections and simple to 
draw. 
Candidates were to copy the details of the parabola from the given diagram and satisfy the examiner 
that they were familiar with the method of constructing a parabola.  Only the upper part of the conic 
was to be constructed. 
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In the second part of the question, candidates were to construct three centres of curvatures of the 
upper portion of the parabola and join these points by a smooth curve to present a part of the evolute 
and submit the shape of the reflector. 
Some candidates lost valuable time, by constructing the complete conic, when only the upper part 
was requested.   Other candidates constructed the parabola by using an incorrect ratio and not an 
eccentricity of unity. When constructing the centre of curvature of the parabola the normal was in 
most of the cases omitted. Many candidates ommitted the second part of the question.   
 

1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
8 36 10 15 

 
 
Question 2:  Forces 
 
A space diagram of a hinged beam attached to a wall and supported by a steel wire was shown 
below the question.  Four weights were attached to the beam at specified distances.  The majority of 
the candidates found no difficulty in copying the figure to the stated scale, but a few did not include all 
the forces.  Certain candidates did not annotate the figure using Bow's notation.  Candidates are 
encouraged to make use of this system of annotaion and adopt this method when answering 
questions of this type.  Most of the candidates were familiar with the method of drawing the polar 
diagram and link polygon to find the resultant of the four forces and stated correctly the distance of 
the resultant from the wall.  Some candidates got incorrect answers in the left and right reactions 
because they were not careful and accurate when transferring the lines from the polar diagram to the 
link polygon.  These lines were not drawn parallel or were placed in the incorrect spaces of the link 
polygon.  A few included the shear force diagram when this diagram was not requested.  
It was noted that candidates were at a loss when answering the last part of the question. The 
principle of the triangle of forces to determine the magnitude and direction of the tension in the steel 
wire and the reaction at the hinge were incorrectly drawn or in most cases omitted.   
   

1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
12 33 2 25 

 
 
Question 3:  Auxiliary View 
 
A hexagonal prism and an octagonal prism formed a sheet metal chute ducting.  An illustration was 
presented showing how the upper three sides of the octagon prism were removed to form an open 
ducting and how the hexagonal prism was inclined and joined to the horizontal prism to form the 
chute. Candidates were to copy the given figure by constructing two regular polygons using one of 
the basic constructions of polygons.  Some candidates lacked the principle of drawing regular 
polygons. Marks were lost when the elevation in the direction of the arrow A was drawn.  The first 
and third angle method of projection is still confused by certain candidates and incorrect solutions 
were presented.  Visible and hidden lines were not drawn or/and incorrectly presented.  To be able to 
draw an auxiliary view, a mental picture must be formed of how the object will look from the direction 
of viewing.  The auxiliary plan had to be obtained by projection from the end elevation given.  Points 
on the auxiliary plan are the same distance from the X1-Y1 line as corresponding points from the X-Y  
line.  In most of the solutions presented the reference lines X-Y and X1-Y1 of the auxilairy view were 
not shown. These annotations and labelling besides being an aid to candidates are useful and makes 
the solutions easy to follow the method employed by the candidate.    
 

1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
21 26 3 19 

 
 
Question 4:  Interpenetration. 
 
A stand was composed of five arms extending outwards from a central hub. The cross-section of the 
arms consisted of two semi-circular arms joined by two parallel lines. These arms were connected to 
a right cone with the top portion removed. An illustration of the stand was included. Some candidates 
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used incorrect dimensions but the majority of the candidates found no difficulty in copying the 
incomplete elevation and plan, the auxiliary view given was not to be drawn. After copying the given 
elevations, candidates were to complete the elevations by including the curve of intersection between 
the semi-cylindrical hollow section arms and the cone.  This was the least popular question in section 
A.   
Some candidates used the horizontal section method while others adopted the generator method.  
Drawing horizontal section through the cone and the cylinder seemed to be more familiar with the 
candidates and candidates managed to present a decent solution. The generator method was less 
popular but candidates who used this method were not carefull when projecting the points.  Some 
candidates opted to divide the cone into twelve equal parts, instead of selecting the intersecting 
points carefully. Markers noted that annoting and labelling the construction lines were not used by 
most of the candidates.  This rendered the curve of intersection incorrect since the projected points 
were misplaced.  Marks were lost for not presenting the hidden details.  
   

1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
30 8 3 28 

 
 
Question 5:  Rectangular Duct 
 
This was the most popuar question in section A.    
Three sketches of the rectangular duct accompanied the question to help the candidates visualise 
better and in a shorter time the two elevations of the duct. After studying the illustrations and copying 
the two given elevations of the ducting, candidates had to analyse and decide what lines to include 
on the elevations so as to divide the quadrilateral surfaces into two triangles. Markers noted that a 
good number of the candidates annotated correctly the lines chosen on the views, by using letters at 
one end and numbers on the other end of the line.  This made the solutions easier to follow the 
method used by the candidate and the solution clearly printed.  The construction of the true lengths 
was fairly clear and correct, using light lines. A few candidates lost valuable marks for not recognizing 
that the development of the duct was not similar to that of a right pyramid.  Surface developments of 
ductings are normally constructed using the trianglation method.  It is important that when presenting 
the development, candidates place the joint line along the edges as requested, in this case 's' and 't'.  
They are also encouraged to draw 'fold lines' when a particular face of the ducting is folded. 
 

1 to 6 Marks 7 to 12 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
20 34 4 11 

 
 
SECTION B 
 
One question had to be attempted. 
 
Question No. 6. Clamp Bracket 
 
An exploded in-line pictorial view of a clamp bracket was shown. This diagram showed how the 
various parts of the bracket were to be assembled.  Detailed working drawings of the separate parts 
of the bracket were shown in orthographic projection on an A3 sheet.  The machine drawing 
consisted of a bracket, two identical bushes, an M16 long bolt and a handle with an internal M16 
threaded hole.  Clear instructions on how the parts were to be assembled were given in a short 
paragraph.   It is important that candidates go through and understand the instructions on how the 
machine drawing is to be assembled, a sketch of the solution is very useful. This sketch may be  
included with the drawing on the A2 drawing paper.  Two sectional views of the assembled clamp 
bracket were to be drawn, a sectional front elevation with a section plane A-A passing through the 
horizontal centre-line and a sectional plan with a section plane B-B.  Markers noted that some 
candidates did not include the five items or incorrectly assembled the items. 
In mechanical drawing, a sectional view is one which represents that part of an object remaining after 
a portion has been removed. This method is used to reveal internal detail of the object.  The exposed 
or cut surfaces are identified by section lines or cross hatching.  Hidden lines and details are normally 
omitted.  Only solid material which has been cut is to be sectioned and indicated by means of light 
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lines inclined at 45° to the horizontal on these areas. Candidates were penalized for sectioning 
certain areas where the cutting plane was not passing. Item 1, the clamp bracket base was cast in 
one piece, some candidates used three different opposite section lines.   Fillet lines were frequently 
missed or drawn freehand.  The gap of 4mm between the ends of the two bushes was often not 
correct.  More care should have been taken to show the centre-lines and in the consistency of 
general line-work for the component outline.  Centre-lines for the holes of the bracket were often not 
shown. 
   

1 to 11 Marks 12 to 23 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
6 26  37 

 
 
Question No. 7. Disc cam and roller-ended follower 
 
(a) Construction of a disc cam with a roller end-follower 
Part (a) of this question was generally well answered. Mostly the displacement diagram was well 
constructed apart from some minor difficulties with the uniform acceleration and retardation 
construction. Some candidates did not notice that the follower to this particular cam was a roller-
ended follower and treated the follower lift purely as one identical to a point follower, and the cam 
profile curve joined through these end points.   
(b) Sectional end elevation of the disc cam 
Candidates were to complete the sectional end elevation of the disc cam by including a washer and 
an M20 hexagonal nut on the 54mm diameter spot face of the cam.  Some candidates made a good 
presentation, but others presented the nut without using the proper proportions and were not careful 
especially when drawing the small curves of the hexagonal nut and the end of the shaft. 
(c) Isometric view of tapered camshaft and key 
This question was not popular.  A few candidates presented an isometric view of the tapered 
camshaft with the key slot and included an exploded view of a suitable key.  Some presented an 
isometric view of the tapered camshaft only.  
More attention is to be given to the presentation the various convention listed in the syllabus.  Some 
candidates were not familiar with the various types of locking devices, keys  and keyways.      
 

1 to 11 Marks 12 to 23 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
5 28  36 

 
 
SECTION C 
 
One question had to be attempted. 
 
Question No.8: Design Process 
 
A graphic design process was presented  to the candidates attempting this question.  The situation 
being that a group of persons wanted to fund a new non-governmental organisation named Garzes 
Foundation.  Their aim was to restore and maintain the coastal watch towers built during the 17th 
century.  Candidates were to submit a design for a logo to give a visual representation of the 
organisation.  Their first thought would be to consider where the logo would be displayed.  Normally 
logos are printed on letter heads, envelopes, key chains, signs on the organisation's vans, etc. Small 
and minor details would not be practical and were not to be included. The graphic design progress 
had to be broken down into four stages and a list on what to include in each stage was printed as a 
guidance. 
(a) Written analysis: Long sentences and paragraphs were written. Examples of symbols were too 
poor or not presented.  
(b) Graphic analysis: The series of sketches illustrating their creative ideas were not compatible to 
the response to (a). 
(c) Graphic syntheses: Very few candidates included comments in this stage. 
(d) Final realization:  Although instructions were given to present the final logo in box 200 x 200mm, 
some ignored this statement altogether. The use of colour must be carefully studied  so as to make 
the logo as eye catching as possible. The final presentation was not up to standard.  Some 
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candidates managed to present an artistic solution to the logo requested using rendering effectively 
by suitable colours, others had better left the design without colouring it. Some of the solutions 
presented gave the impression that candidates did not allocate sufficient time for this question.  
 

1 to 11 Marks 12 to 23 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
0 16 1 52 

 
 
Question No.9:  Single-point perspective view 
 
This question was popular and was generally well answered, candidates displaying a sound 
understanding and knowledge of perspective.  Markers noted that a good number of candidates 
adopted the method of foreshortening suggested in previous examination reports.  This method 
rendered the estimated perspective view accurate, clear and tidy, saving valuable time.  A few 
candidates did not adhere to the perspective drawing principles and used many unnecessary 
construction lines. 
Orthographic views showing the interior of a small children's bedroom was presented.  These views 
showed the layout of the room and the position of its contents.  In the plan view, the floor tiles were 
lined to indicate the space used by the furniture and in the elevation the number of courses were 
lightly lined so that the height of  the furniture may be calculated. The suggested position of the 
vanishing point was included in the elevation. Measurements of one floor tile and one course was 
also stated.  An isometric sketch of the room with two walls removed showed clearly how the furniture 
was displayed.  From these details candidates were to present an impressive estimated single-point 
perspective view of the bedroom and its furniture.  A simple preliminary sketch exploring the viewing 
orientation of the final presentation was seldom seen in the corner of the answer sheet. Rendering 
was lacking in this question.  Candidates were not familiar with the simple principles of colour. 
Colours are divided into cool and warm categories.  Certain colours give a feeling of coolness, others 
a warming effect.  Rendering a small area on each item showing the colour of the lacquers in white, 
sand or grey and whether a high-gloss or matt finish is used, enhances the presentation.  
Fabrics should be similarly treated.   
        

1 to 11 Marks 12 to 23 Marks Full Marks Not Attempted 
1 47 4 17 
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